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Hyster H1.5-3.5XT XT Series Internal
Combustion Counterbalanced
Forklift - Forklift Truck

SKU:OME-ENG-190236-0249
Price not available for this product / service.
Please click on 'MAKE AN INQUIRY' and send us an inquiry to direct your requirement to the supplier to receive pricing and further information.

Quick Overview
- Ergonomically designed operator compartment
- Advanced LCD dash display
- Hyster stability mechanism
- Hydrostatic steer axle
- Removable floor plate
- Heavy-duty drive axle
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Details
Hyster H1.5-3.5XT XT Series Internal Combustion Counterbalanced Forklift - Forklift Truck
THE POWERFUL ADDITION FOR PEAK MATERIALS HANDLING PERFORMANCE
Hyster H1.5-3.5XT Internal Combustion Counterbalanced lift trucks offer breakthrough forklift solution which sets the
standard for quality, dependability and operational efficiency, boasting the lowest cost of ownership, maximum uptime,
operator preferred ergonomics and unmatched performance
Delivering the perfect combination of power, speed, low fuel consumption and clean performance, the range has also
been designed with operational safety and ease of maintenance in mind.
Hyster H1.5-3.5XT series highlights include:
Load capacity from 1.5 to 3.5 tones
Available in petrol, LPG and diesel
Less maintenance with 500-hour engine service intervals
Maintenance-free Hyster Stability Mechanism™ system reduces truck lean in turns, improving lateral stability
without compromising uneven surface travel
Exclusive Vista™ Mast with high strength design improves capacity retention at high lifts and delivers excellent
visibility and rigidity for this class of truck
Cooling system with optimized ducting and high volume tunnels allows longer run time in a cooler state,
increasing component life and reducing risk of overheating on heavy-duty tasks
Advanced control and operational functions include Traction Interlock and Hydraulic Interlock safety functions
and a side shift feature designed to facilitate maximum visibility for adjusting and aligning loaded goods
Transmission gear profiles are optimized to reduce operator noise, with an improved gear tooth profile dropping
the combined noise level down 2dB and operating in conjunction with isolated powertrain to minimize operator
fatigue
3-point entry design enables easy entry and exit from both sides and combines with an open non-slip step at
optimum height to reduce muscle and joint stress
Smaller steering wheel, adjustable steering column, improved rear drive handle and low-vibration operator's
seat combine for a comfortable and secure operator environment
Adjustable vertical muffler aims emissions away from the operator in dust-filled environments where exhaust
gases may be present
Best-in-class service access with a one-piece, rear-opening hood providing cowl-to-counterweight access, plus
full engine access via removal of the rear panel
V-ECU and advanced dash display showing state-of-the-art on-board diagnostics and error codes combine to
facilitate timely and accurate service and repairs

Specs
Criteria

Details

Model

H1.5XT

H1.8XT

H2.0XTS

H2.0XT

H2.5XT

H3.0XT
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Load Capacity
(KG)

1500

1750

2000

2000

2500

3000

3500

Load Centre (MM)

500

500

500

500

500

500

500

Lift Height (MM)

3000

3000

3000

3000

3000

3000

3000

Turning Radius
(MM)

1960

1995

2030

2185

2245

2365

2415
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